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 Established and emerging therapies for atypical parkinsonism: an appraisal of the evidence. Atypical parkinsonian syndromes
(APSs) are neurodegenerative conditions that may be related to, but are distinct from, Parkinson's disease (PD). APSs are

clinically characterized by impaired balance, bradykinesia, and/or rigidity, and are associated with non-motor symptoms that can
include cognitive and autonomic symptoms. They can be identified by the presence of either or both of two cardinal features: (i)

the presence of Parkinsonism that does not meet the criteria for PD, and (ii) a distinct clinical phenotype from PD. Although
APSs can be considered as disorders of the basal ganglia, the clinical phenomenology can mimic PD, and identifying these
syndromes can be challenging. The most recent diagnostic criteria for APSs have been put forth by the Movement Disorder

Society, which is composed of clinicians from around the world, and this has re-emphasized that the clinical phenomenology of
these disorders is highly variable and that they are frequently overlooked and misdiagnosed. Management strategies for APSs
remain largely unproven, and there are a number of ongoing clinical trials with novel agents for these disorders. The existing
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evidence for the use of dopaminergic and other agents is limited, and the results from ongoing trials will inform the
development of future management strategies. The findings from the largest ongoing trial, the COMT in Parkinson's Disease
Clinical Trial, is reported here.Q: Why does two of my tests fails at one point, but not the other? My test case has two test that

will fail sometimes, and will succeed sometimes. Why does that happen? @patch('mmc.search.search_context',
new=SearchContext) def test_search(self, search_context): """Search for a restaurant by name and location. Args:

search_context: The search context to be patched. """ context = search_context restaurant = FoodRestaurant(name='Test', id=1)
context.add_restaurant(restaurant) s = SearchService.create() s.search( query='test', 82157476af
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